Abstract
Introduction
Because of their jumping movement, the frogs and some insects can overcome obstacles of sizes relatively larger than that of their own bodies. Inspired by this phenomenon, a jumping robot has not only the normal walking capacity, but also movement capacity in 3D space. The jumping robot can substitute human being to work in the special and hazardous environment to accomplish a mass of work. Therefore, more and more jumping robots have been studied and developed [1] . In [2] , a spherical robot that has been reported to demonstrate efficient rolling coupled with a hop that covers several times the height of the robot. In [3] , a simple mechanical model for the hind-limb of a dog and design of a one-legged running and hopping robot are proposed. The robot has an articulated leg and uses two hydraulic actuators, and the robot has succeeded in planar one-legged hopping. [4] and [5] describes the biological observation and kinematics analysis of frog jump modality from three phases, and one jumping leg robot is designed according to trajectory and function of the limb's main joints. A micro-hopping robot for planetary exploration is designed which can jump intermittently [6] . In [7] , a miniature climbing stairs robot is presents, it can hop one step at a time. A small legged robot that can both walk and jump is developed [8] and a novel concept of jumping robot with the up-geared five-bar mechanism is proposed to achieve jumping locomotion [9] .
In this paper, considering the jumping behavior and of the frog, a novel four-legs jumping robot is developed. Like the muscle of frog leg that used for energy store, springs are employed as elastic elements and energy storage mechanism. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the mechanical structure of this four-legs jumping robot are described. In Section 3, D-H parameters of one jumping leg are derived, and the forward kinematics equations are derived under some assumptions. In Section 4, the thrust force of the leg is analysis. In Section 5, the simulation experiment is presented to show the jumping process of the robot. The conclusions are reached in section 6.
Mechanical structure
This jumping robot is composed of four identical legs and one platform as figure 1. The four legs are the actuation mechanism, and can drive the robot jumping, walking and running. The jumping leg of the robot is designed according to the jumping behavior of the frog, and is mainly composed of six . The motion characteristic of this jumping leg has the advantages of the high efficiency and simple mechanical structure. One leg is actuated by four motors, and like the muscle of frog leg that used for energy store, two identical springs are employed as elastic elements and energy storage mechanism. The link 1 st to 6 th can be compressed and the spring can be extended just by motor 3 rd and motor 4 th , and in this way, the action of jumping and leg retracting of the robot in the Z-axis can be realized. The motor 1 st and motor 2 nd on the four legs are used to adjust the taking-off angle of the jumping in the X-axis direction and Y-axis direction respectively, meanwhile, by the coordinated motion of the motor 1 st and motor 2 nd , the robot also can walk or run in two directions on the X-Y plate. A big bowl shape foot is installed at the end of each leg to reduce the probability of slipping and enhance stability by expanding the contact area with the ground during taking-off, walking and running motion of the robot.
The control system of the robot is installed in the platform, and different kinds of sensors or manipulator also can be installed on the platform to perform fetch parts, wetland or forest environment exploration and so on.
Simplified model and kinematics equation of the robot

Forward Kinematics equation in taking off phrase
The mechanical structure of four legs is identical, and the main part of the simplified model is a 6-bar spring/linkage mechanism. In taking off phrase, the mass center of the robot should be known. In order to obtain the forward kinematics equation of the leg for this robot in taking off phrase, the simplified model and coordinate frame assignment of one leg are given in figure 2, and according to the simplified model of the leg, the D-H parameters of the leg in taking off phrase are as Table 1 . 
In order to plan the desired set points of the center of mass of the robot, according to the DenavitHartenberg method, the forward kinematics equation of one leg in taking off phrase can be described by functions of six joint angles i 
Where c is the abbreviation for cos and s for sin in Eq. (3) 
Forward kinematics equation in flying phrase
In flying phrase, the mass center of the robot changes according to the force of gravity, so the pose and position of the foot should be known to prepare for the landing phrase and avoid the obstacle. In order to obtain the forward kinematics equation of the leg for this robot in flying phrase, the coordinate frame assignment of one leg is given in figure 3 , and the D-H parameters of one leg in flying phrase are as Table 2 . 
In order to know every joint and foot motion trajectory of the robot, according to the DenavitHartenberg parameters in Table 2 , the forward kinematics equation of one leg in flying phrase is described by functions of six joint angles i  as Eq. (5).
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Mechanics analysis
In order to obtain the relationship of the thrust force and linkage motion for this robot, the model of the one leg is simplified in figure 4 . This model is a 6-bar spring/linkage mechanism and can be extended or retracted by three motors. figure 4 , an expression can be derived for the jumping height H as Eq. (6):   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  1  2  2  2  1 3
According to the mechanical structure of the jumping leg, the length of 4 4
Using the Eq. (7), the length of the spring S can be solved:
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According to the principle of virtual work in [11] , we can obtain that 1
 are the two same spring forces along x-axis, and z F is the thrust force in the Z-direction.
If K and 0 S are the elastic constant and undistorted length spring respectively, it can be obtained that:
If the weigh of the links is ignored and the load on the platform is zero, an expression for z F as a function of H can be obtained by substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (9) and the result of the dynamics analysis of the one jumping leg is Eq.(10).
Experiment
One jump cycle of this robot consists of several serial and parallel actions. According to the analysis on the kinematics and of thrust force during the jumping, in order to obtain maximum ground reaction force, the time of release of the six-bar spring/linkage mechanism is important. In this paper, "ADAMS" multi-body dynamics software is used to find the body, every joint and foot trajectories of the robot during the taking off, flying and landing phrase, and to find the optimized time of triggering of the spring/linkage mechanism to release for successful jumping and landing of the robot.
ADAMS software is the most widely used multi-body dynamics and motion analysis software in the world. ADAMS enables the mechanical designer to easily create and test virtual prototypes of mechanical systems in a fraction of the time, and helps engineers to study the dynamics of moving parts, how loads and forces are distributed throughout mechanical systems, and to improve and optimize the performance of the mechanical systems. As it is hard to construct complex model with the ADAMS software alone, the 3-D simplified digital model of the robot is built by the Pro/E software, and then imported into the ADAMS and modeled as rigid bodies.
After we set the values of the basic parameters for the jumping robot, the whole jumping procedure during the simulation experiment can be given from figure 5(1) to figure 5(5). Firstly, the four legs of the robot are initially in folded configuration in figure 5 (1), and quickly turn the joints to initiate the jumping action in figure 5(2) , and then, in figure 5(3) , the six-bar spring/linkage mechanism is quickly released and provides the force for the flying action of the robot in figure 5(4) . Finally, the robot lands steadily in figure 5(5). 
Conclusion
A novel four-leg jumping robot is given in this paper. This robot simulates the motion of the frog leg and will be used for forest or wetland exploration in the future. The simplified model of one jumping leg is derived, kinematics equation in taking off and flying phrase are given and the relationship between the jumping height and thrust force of one leg is discussed. This paper lays a foundation for the next step on the prototype design.
